Julie's Bicycle launches Creative Climate Justice Hub

Julie's Bicycle has launched their new Climate Justice Hub, a living library of arts and culture focused resources, case studies and information on climate justice. The Hub is free and accessible for everyone.

Climate Justice is an issue where people with the least culpability for the climate and environment crises are experiencing the most devastating impacts. The Hub offers tools, ideas and examples of action at the intersections of racial justice, gender, decolonisation, extraction, land justice, the rights of nature, and environmental justice.

The Hub is a platform for inclusive content about justice and fairness and why marginalised groups around the world are disproportionately impacted by the climate and environmental crisis. It includes a new 27 page Creative Climate Justice guide to some of the key issues and challenges and over 100 filterable resources.

Julie's Bicycle also features a series of Creative Climate Justice Films. Featuring 14 global voices from nine countries, this series of Creative Climate justice films focuses on those working across arts and culture and bears witness to climate justice issues as the lens to engage the arts.

The four themes we have gathered around for these films are:

- Messages for COP26
- Young Voices, Future Hope
- Impacts of the Climate Crisis
- Creative Climate Action